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Abstract. This paper proposes a path tracking strategy for wheeled mobile robots
of type {1, 2} (i.e equipped with two steering axles), with the aim to ensure the
convergence of the front and rear control points along a same trajectory, leading
to reduce the required space to achieve maneuvers. The proposed approach considers front and rear steering axles as two separate systems with their own control
variables: the front and the rear steering angles. The problem of managing two
steering axles is solved without considering an explicit control of the robot’s orientation, nor a relationship between the two steering angles which is generally a
not optimal approach. The proposed control laws are based on adaptive and predictive control techniques in order to address phenomena acting when moving in
unstructured context, such as bad grip conditions, low-level and inertial delays.
As a result, this control algorithm enables to accurately control bi-steerable mobile robots, while increasing their maneuverability. This is particularly suitable
for off-road applications, such as in agriculture where potentially large robots
have to move in cluttered environments and face low grip conditions.
Keywords: wheeled mobile robots, four wheel-steered robot, path tracking, adaptive control.

1

INTRODUCTION

Mobile robotics arises as a promising solution to different societal problems in many
areas such as transportation [7], civil safety and defense, or agriculture [3]. Beyond acting in hazardous environments or situations instead of human operators, the automation
of vehicles may offer new potentialities thanks to extended control capabilities. It is
notably the case of bi-steerable vehicles. With respect to classical car-like vehicles [1],
they theoretically offer enhanced functionalities, such as an increased maneuverability
or the possibility to control the actual orientation independently from the position. Four
wheeled-steered (4WS) vehicles are generally used in order to reduce the radius of curvature, such as within warehouses where lots of goods are stored or within agricultural
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fields to minimize maneuver areas. Nevertheless, the manual control of such vehicles
may be difficult for a human driver. In autonomous modes, the control of 4WS robots
is generally made by imposing the rear steering angle as a function of the front steering
one, as proposed in [12]. Such an approach enables to decrease the radius of curvature
without however achieving a specific task.
Beyond motion control, one can take advantage of this additional degree of freedom to
achieve a secondary task. In automotive industry, this can be for instance the compensation of sideslip angles and the improvement of the vehicle lateral dynamics [14]. In
the framework of mobile robotics, the control of such vehicles may reduce the space
required to maneuver, such as for transportation in cluttered environment [10]. It is also
particularly interesting in agriculture to optimize half-turn maneuvers within headlands,
since they are usually low-yield field areas due to high soil compaction, or to ensure the
proper orientation of an implement. In an off-road context, a control strategy has for
instance be proposed in [6] to control independently the heading and the position of the
robot in the framework of path tracking [13].
In this framework, a path is preliminary defined and a reference point on the robot has
to follow this trajectory (for a car-like mobile robot, this point is usually chosen as the
middle of the rear axle, since it presents interesting properties, see [4]). When only the
front steering angle is actuated, the middle of the front axle is necessarily outside of
the turn. In this paper, the control of bi-steerable cars is investigated to ensure that front
and rear axles follow the same trajectory. For that purpose, the robot is viewed as two
subsystems, such as introduced in [8]: one describes the motion of the rear axle of the
robot, and the other one is dedicated to the front axle. These two models are linked by
the rear steering variable, which is regarded as a measured parameter for the front semimodel. Moreover, extended kinematic models are considered, enabling to account for
non-perfect conditions thanks to model-based adaptive algorithms [2]. This approach
permits to derive independently two control laws for the front and the rear steering angles. As a result, two points on the robot (the middle of the two front wheels and the
middle of the two rear wheels) can track the same trajectory.

The paper is organized as follows: first, the modeling of the robot is proposed, based
on an extended kinematic approach recalled in Section 2. The on-line estimation of the
required variables, based on observation techniques, is then briefly detailed in Section 3.
This observer permits to know all the variables introduced in the model. As a result, this
model may then be used to build two independent control laws, which are derived in
Section 4. The addition of a predictive layer is also briefly introduced by considering
the future curvature of the reference path. Next, after describing in Section 5 how to
avoid lock-up risks due to steering saturation encountered in practice, the performances
of the proposed approach are then tested by performing full-scale experiments with two
different off-road mobile robots. The results shown in Section 6 permit to highlight the
efficiency of the proposed algorithms.
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MODELING OF THE ROBOT

2.1

Assumptions and notations

In this paper, path tracking for a four-wheeled steered robot is considered. The robot is
viewed as a bicycle model (see [11]), such as depicted in Figure 1. The two front (respectively rear) wheels are reduced to a unique front (resp. rear) wheel with an equivalent steering angle denoted δF at point F (and resp. δR at point R). This is made possible
assuming that the robot has a longitudinal axis symmetry, moves on a plane, and that
all the wheels are in contact with the ground.

Fig. 1. Extended kinematic model of a two-wheeled steered robot

Such a robot belongs to the type {1,2} in the classification proposed by [4]. Basically, the control variables attached to this kind of robots are:
• v: the velocity imposed at the rear axle,
• δF : the front steering angle,
• δR : the rear steering angle.
In the path tracking framework, the velocity is supposed to be strictly positive (v > 0)
or at least non-null. Such a condition had to be strictly satisfied in the previous version
proposed in [8]. In this version, it is no longer mandatory, since the objective is to
ensure the convergence of the robot to its trajectory after a settling curvilinear distance.
Therefore, the control of the robot speed is not considered in this paper and only control
expressions for the front and the rear steering angles are derived, with the value of
v regarded as a measured parameter potentially variable. In order to achieve the path
tracking task, one considers the following state variables:
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• yR is the tracking error: it is the shortest distance between the point R and the
trajectory Γ to be followed.
• θ̃ is the angular deviation, denoting the difference between the robot’s heading θ
and the orientation of the trajectory Γ at the closest point of R belonging to Γ.
In the sequel, this point is identified by its curvilinear abscissa s along the trajectory Γ and c(s) denotes the curvature of Γ at this point.
• yF is a second lateral deviation defined at the center of the front axle F, separated
from the point R by the wheelbase L. Specifically, it is the distance between F and
the trajectory Γ in the same direction than the projection of R onto Γ (see Figure 1).
These variables are sufficient to describe the robot motion when ideal “rolling without
sliding” conditions are assumed. Nevertheless, when moving at important speed or on
a non-ideal ground, such an assumption is not satisfied. In such a case, the directions of
the speed vectors at the wheel centers no longer belong to the wheel planes. As detailed
in [5], an angle appears for each virtual wheel (front and rear), which is named sideslip
angle and denoted in this paper βF for the front wheel and βR for the rear one. In order
to describe properly the robot motion, these two angles have to be incorporated into the
robot model. They are hardly measurable directly and are here assumed to be estimated
indirectly by the observer described in Section 3.
Classically, the objective of path tracking is to ensure the convergence of the tracking error to zero (i.e yR → 0). Thanks to the two steering angles, a second objective
is here assigned: the convergence of the front lateral deviation to zero (i.e yF → 0).
Assuming that sideslip angles are known, the kinematic model of the bi-steerable robot
depicted in Figure 1 can be established and next be used to derive the control expressions.
2.2

Classical motion equations

As detailed in [15], when classical path tracking is addressed, the motion equations for
the extended model depicted in Figure 1 may be advantageously expressed as:

cos θ̃

 ṡ = v 1−c(s)2yR



ẏR = v sin θ̃2
(1)


h
i

 ˙

θ̃ = v cos(δR + βR ) λ1 − λ2
with: λ1 =

tan(δF +βF )−tan(δR +βR )
,
L

1 − c(s) yR

λ2 =

c(s) cos(θ̃+δR +βR )
1−c(s) yR

and θ̃2 = θ̃ + δR + βR .

Model (1) is singular if
= 0. However, if the robot is properly initialized and
the steering laws properly tuned, the rear lateral deviation yR never drifts up to the radius
of curvature 1/c(s) of the path to be followed. So, in practice, the model singularity is
never met.
This model is attractive, since it can be turned into a linear form as it has been shown
in [11] (the extension of kinematic models with the sideslip angles does not change
indeed the structure of these models). As achieved in [9], model (1) permits to derive
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a front steering control law enabling the convergence of the rear lateral deviation yR to
zero, whatever the value of the rear steering angle δR , provided that its time derivative δ˙ R
can be neglected with respect to the settling time of the proposed front steering control
law. In the above-mentioned reference, the rear steering angle is then used to servo the
angular deviation. If this permits to control the heading of a robot independently from
its lateral position, it does not explicitly control the front axle position. As this paper
aims at ensuring the convergence of the position of both front and rear axles (points R
and F) to the reference path Γ, a second model is investigated.
2.3

Modeling robot motion in two subsystems

In this paper, the objective is to ensure that both steering axles converge and stay on the
desired trajectory Γ. To meet this aim, two models for the derivatives of the tracking
errors yF and yR are developed from the representation depicted in Figure 1. In [8],
time-derivatives have been considered. This leads to control performances expressed as
settling times. Moreover, both control laws depend on the velocity v and are therefore
singular when the speed is close to zero. However, in path tracking applications, control
performances expressed as settling distances are usually preferred, so that the imposed
behavior is independent from the robot velocity. As a result, derivatives with respect to
the curvilinear abscissa s are here considered. The dynamic of the rear lateral deviation
yR is obtained directly from the two first lines in equations (1):
d yR
ds

= (1 − c(s) yR ) tan θ̃2

(2)

With respect to the front axle, it can first be derived from Figure 1 that:
yF = yR + Lsinθ̃ + e

(3)

(in view of sign conventions, e is negative in the configuration shown in Figure 1). Next,
assuming that the trajectory can be locally (at any curvilinear abscissa s) viewed as a
1
, the deviation e can be expressed as:
circle of radius c(s)
e=

1
c(s)

(1 − cos α)

(4)

where α, depicted in Figure 1, is the angle defined by the points {R , O , FΓ }. This
angle can easily be expressed using the curvature of the reference trajectory, the angular
deviation θ̃ and the robot wheelbase L:
α = arcsin(L cos θ̃ c(s))

(5)

Since an expression for e has been obtained, the derivative of the lateral front deviation
can be computed. In view of actuator reactivity, it can be considered that e is slowvarying with respect to the possible variations of yF , so it comes from (3) that:
d yF
ds

R

= ddsy + L ddsθ̃ cos θ̃
Using model (1), equation (6) can be developed as:



(1−c(s) yR )
d yF
=
sin
θ̃
+
L
cos
θ̃
cos(δ
+
β
)
λ
−
λ
2
R
R
1
2
ds
cos θ̃
2

(6)

(7)
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The definitions of λ1 , λ2 and θ̃2 given in model (1) show that these variables are explicitly linked to the control variables δF and δR . Therefore, equations (2) and (7) provide
the relation between the control variables and the derivatives of the lateral deviations
with respect to the curvilinear abscissa. These two equations constitute the model that
will be used in Section 4 to design the control laws. However, the sideslip angles βF
and βR have to be known. This is the aim of the observer described hereafter.

3

Observation of sideslip angles

In order to design control laws for the convergence of the lateral errors to zero, the
knowledge of the sideslip angles is mandatory. There is no perception system allowing
to measure directly such variables. The sensors on-boarded on the robot permit usually
to measure the position, the orientation and the velocity of the robot at a given point,
here R. As it has been shown in [9], an observer may be built in order to estimate the two
sideslip angles from the data supplied by such a perception system. Since this observer
is here used, a short presentation is given below. More details can be found in [9].
3.1

Observer state

In order to achieve the indirect estimation of sideslip angles, let us consider the state
vector ξ composed of the robot lateral deviation, its relative orientation and the two
sideslip angles. Relying on model (1), its time-derivative (since derivatives with respect
to time are more appropriate to account for sliding occurrence) can be written as:
"
# "
#
˙ dev
ξ
f
(ξ
,
ξ
,
v,
δ
,
δ
)
F
R
dev
β
ξ˙ =
=
(8)
02×1
ξ˙ β
where ξ is split into two sub-states:
• ξdev = [yR θ̃]T gathers the deviations of the robot with respect to the trajectory Γ.
These variables can be measured with the common robot perception systems.
• ξβ = [βF βR ]T is composed of the sideslip angles, to be estimated.
The function f (ξdev , ξβ , v, δF , δR ) is constituted of the two last lines in model (1) and
the lower term has been set to 02×1 , since no equation is available in a kinematic representation for the evolution of β˙ F and β˙ R . The objective of the observer is to ensure
the convergence of the complete observed state ξˆ to the actual one ξ, when measuring
only the sub-state ξdev . As a result, only the observation error related to the deviations,
namely ξ˜ dev = ξˆ dev − ξdev , is available and may be used.
3.2

Observer equations

It has been shown in [9] that the observer defined by equation (9) permits the convergence of the whole observed state ξˆ to the actual one ξ:

 ξ˙ˆ dev = f (ξdev , ξ , v, δF , δR ) + αdev (ξ˜ dev )
β
(9)
 ξ˙ˆ = α (ξ˜ )
β
β dev
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where αdev and αβ are functions of ξ˜ dev , the part of the observation error that can actually be measured. They are defined as follows:

 αdev (ξ˜ dev ) = Kdev ξ˜ dev
iT
h
(10)
 α (ξ˜ dev ) = K ∂ f (ξdev , ξ , v, δF , δR ) ξ˜ dev
β

β

∂ξβ

β

with Kdev a 2 × 2 positive diagonal matrix and Kβ a positive scalar, that both permit to
tune the settling time of the observer. Thanks to observer (9)-(10), all the variables in
model (1) are known and control design can now be addressed in the next section.

4

Control laws

In the sequel, estimated sideslip angles βˆ R and βˆ F are regarded as the actual ones and
expressions (2) and (7) proposed for the derivatives of the rear and front lateral deviations with respect to the curvilinear abscissa are used successively to design control
laws ensuring that points R and F track the reference path Γ.
4.1

Rear steering angle

Let us first consider the control of the rear point R. The objective is to ensure the convergence of the rear lateral deviation yR to zero. The evolution of this variable is related
to the rear steering angle δR by equation (2), through the intermediate variable θ̃2 . The
convergence yR → 0 may be ensured by imposing the following differential equation:
d yR
ds

= −KR yR

(11)

with KR a positive scalar defining a settling distance for the exponential convergence of
yR to zero imposed by (11). By injecting the expression (2) for the derivative of the rear
lateral deviation into (11), and using the definition of θ̃2 , it can be obtained that:


−KR yR
δR = arctan 1−c(s)
− θ̃ − βˆ R
(12)
R
y
Expression (12) constitutes the control law on the rear steering angle. It ensures that the
lateral deviation yR satisfies differential equation (11), implying its convergence to zero.
4.2

Front steering angle

Once the rear steering angle is controlled according to expression (12), the subsequent
objective is to design a control law for the front steering angle in order that the front
point (denoted F in Figure 1) converges to the desired trajectory Γ. In other words, the
objective is to ensure the convergence of the front lateral deviation to zero: yF → 0.
The evolution of this variable is related to the front steering angle δF by equation (7),
through the intermediate variable λ1 . As previously, the convergence yF → 0 may be
ensured by imposing the following differential equation:
d yF
ds

= −KF yF

(13)
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with KF a positive scalar defining a settling distance for the exponential convergence
of yF to zero imposed by (13). By injecting the expression (7) for the derivative of the
front lateral deviation into (13), and using the definition of λ1 , it can be obtained that:

δF = arctan

L λ2
cos(δR +βˆ R )

−

KF yF cos θ̃2
(1−c(s) yR ) cos(δR +βˆ R ) cos θ̃

−

sin θ̃2
cos(δR +βˆ R ) cos θ̃


+ tan(δR + βˆ R )

− βˆ F

(14)
All the variables in expression (14) are known: the rear steering angle δR is computed
from (12) and the sideslip angles βˆ F and βˆ R are estimated on-line from observer (9).
Therefore expression (14) can serve as the control law for the front steering angle. It
is properly defined provided that δR + βˆ R 6= π2 [π] and θ̃ 6= π2 [π]. Since the range of
the steering angles is mechanically limited and the sideslip angles never approach large
values, the first condition is always satisfied. Next, if the robot is properly initialized and
the steering laws properly tuned, the robot never heads perpendicularly to the reference
trajectory, so the second condition is also satisfied. Expression (14) can therefore be
used without any restriction and ensures that the lateral deviation yF satisfies differential
equation (13), implying its convergence to zero.
4.3

Curvature anticipation

Control performances may however be depreciated when the robot moves at high speed,
since the delay induced by the steering actuator has not been taken into account within
model (1). Specifically, overshoots may transiently be recorded when the curvature of
the reference path presents fast variations. This difficulty has been addressed in [9]
by adding a predictive layer onto the front steering control law. The same approach
can be considered in the framework of this paper. The idea is to take advantage of the
knowledge of the trajectory to be followed in order to anticipate curvature variations.
The reference path curvature c(s) appears twice within the front steering control
law (14). The term (1 −c(s) yR ) is not crucial: when the robot converges to the reference
trajectory (yR → 0), its influence vanishes (1 − c(s) yR → 1). The path curvature c(s)
appears also within the term λ2 . This term is essential, since it is the preponderant one
when the robot has converged to the reference trajectory: if the robot tracks the path Γ
(yR and yF stay equal to 0), then θ̃2 = 0 (in view of the second line in model (1)) and
injecting these 3 null values into control law (14) leads to:


L λ2 (c(s))
ˆ
ˆ
δF = arctan
(15)
ˆ + tan(δR + βR ) − βF
cos(δR +βR )

or, if λ2 (c(s)) is replaced by its expression when yR = yF = θ̃2 = 0:


L c(s)
ˆ
ˆ
δF = arctan
ˆ + tan(δR + βR ) − βF
cos(δR +βR )

(16)

In other words, in order for the robot to go on tracking the reference trajectory, its
radius of curvature must be equal to the radius of curvature of this trajectory. In view
of (15), the term λ2 (c(s)) is instrumental to steer appropriately the front axle so that
this condition is met.
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When the curvature of the reference trajectory is fast varying, the desired value (15)
for the front steering angle cannot be applied instantaneously due to the delay in steering actuation. As a consequence, the robot slightly drifts from the trajectory and an
overshoot is recorded. In order to reduce this effect, the curvature of the reference trajectory must be anticipated to compensate for the steering delay, denoted Ts . Since a
prediction of the curvilinear abscissa covered by the robot during the settling time of
the steering actuator is:
sH = v Ts
(17)
the term c(s) has to be substituted with c(s + sH ) within the expression of λ2 (c(s)),
leading to the following predictive expression for the front steering control law:


L λ2 (c(s+sH ))
KF yF cos θ̃2
sin θ̃2
Pred
ˆ
−
−
+ tan(δR + βR ) − βˆ F
δF = arctan
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
R
cos(δR +βR )

(1−c(s) y ) cos(δR +βR ) cos θ̃

cos(δR +βR ) cos θ̃

(18)
This anticipation has also an action on the control of the rear steering angle: the front
steering angle acts directly on the robot orientation θ̃. The anticipation introduced in
the front steering control law reflects therefore on the evolution of the robot orientation,
so that in view of (12) the rear steering control law is also somehow anticipated.

5

Prevention of steering angle saturations

On an actual robot, the mechanical design may limit the steering angles: |δ{F,R} | < δSat .
The proposed control laws do not take into account this contraint and may then send
values leading to saturation for rear and front steering angles. One situation is especially
critical: when both steering angles are saturated with the same sign. As it is highlighted
in Figure 2, the robot moves then crabwise (δR = δF = δSat or δR = δF = −δSat ): it
has lost its ability to turn and keeps on drifting away from the reference trajectory.
This constitutes a failure, since the robot may not reach the trajectory Γ anymore. The
other situations (only one steering angle is saturated or both of them are saturated, but
with opposite signs) are less harmful: a transient error will be recorded, but since the
robot can still turn (δR 6= δF ), the robot angular deviation with respect to the reference
trajectory can decrease, so that eventually the values delivered by the steering control
laws are expected to return within the authorized range (|δR | < δSat and |δF | < δSat ) and
ensure again the convergence of the robot to the reference trajectory.
In order to avoid the situation depicted in Figure 2, a first possibility may consist in
imposing a saturation value for the rear angle lower than for the front steering angle: the
ability of the robot to turn when both steering angles are saturated is then preserved, but
it is not an optimal solution since the robot turning capability is reduced (the full range
of the rear steering angle values is not used). In order to restrict as little as possible the
robot turning capability, it has been preferred here to reduce the rear steering angle only
when a saturation with the same sign occurs for the front steering angle. Specifically, if
δR and δF are the rear and front steering angle values computed from the rear and front
steering law (12) and (18), it is proposed to substitute δR with δ0R defined as follows:
(
δ0R = δR
if |δF | < δSat
(19)
0
δR = δR − sign(δF )(|δF | − δSat )
otherwise

10
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Fig. 2. Robot experiencing a failing test due to steering saturation

Rear steering law (19) guarantees that the failure situation shown in Figure 2 can no
longer occur: if |δF | = δSat , then |δ0R | < |δF |, so that the robot can still turn and converge back to the reference trajectory. The rear lateral deviation yR is temporarily not
controlled when |δF | = δSat , but as soon as |δF | < δSat , convergence is restarted (since
then δ0R = δR ).

6
6.1

Experimental results
Experimental setup

Two four-wheel drive robots, depicted in Figure 3, are used in order to highlight the
performances of the proposed approach. They are fully electric and equipped with four
independent motors controlling the wheel speeds and additional motors controlling the
front and rear steering angles. Their main properties are listed in Table 1.
Adap2E RobuFAST
Mass (kg) 650
525
Wheelbase (m) 1.38
1.2
Track (m) 0.7
1.22
Steering angle saturation (◦ ) 45
22
Steering angle settling time (s) 0.750
0.270
Table 1. Main properties for each robot used in experiments

One of the main differences in these robots lies in the steering properties: the saturation threshold is much higher for Adap2E, when the steering angle settling time leads
RobuFAST to be the most reactive. As it is shown in Figure 3, the main on-boarded
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sensor is an RTK-GPS settled at the vertical of the rear axle (above the point R depicted
in Figure 1). It supplies a position accurate to within ±2cm, while the heading is computed thanks to a Kalman filter mixing the GPS heading data and the robot odometry.
Connected to the reference path, these data permit to feed both the observer and the
control laws (18) and (19).

Fig. 3. Experimental robots and on-boarded sensors

6.2

Maneuverability improvement and tracking accuracy

With high saturation threshold The first set of tests consists in the tracking of the
trajectory depicted in black line in Figure 4 with Adap2E robot. The reference path is
composed of a straight line part at the beginning, followed by two successive curves
with an important curvature and the robot speed is 1m/s.

Fig. 4. Ref. path (black), robot traj. with front steering (red) or front and rear steering (blue)

In order to show the efficiency of the proposed control algorithms, the autonomous
tracking of this path is first realized using only the front steering axle, namely with the
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previous adaptive and predictive control law proposed in [9]. The trajectory obtained
for the middle of the rear axle (point R) is depicted in red in Figure 4. A second tracking is then achieved using the proposed control laws (18) and (19) for the front and rear
steering angles. The results of this test are reported in blue line. One can see in Figure 4
that in both cases the successive positions of the point R are almost superimposed with
the reference trajectory. Such a result is logical, since both control strategies have been
tuned in a similar way (same settling distance equal to 10m) and the high saturation
limit is not reach during the tests.
The main difference is revealed when considering the lateral errors reported in Figure 5.
One can see in this figure that the tracking errors yR recorded in the two tests are quite
similar. They indeed converge to zero and stay within few centimeters despite the harsh
curves (between abscissas 15m-25m and 40m-50m) and the terrain modification (gravel
below 20m and grass after). On the contrary, front lateral deviations yF are quite different. When controlling only the front steering angle (plain red line), one can indeed
check that important deviations may be recorded during the curves (up to 50cm), since
the robot has an important wheelbase. In contrast, the control of both front and rear
steering angles proposed in this paper permits to servo properly the front lateral deviation to zero. As a result, yF and yR present about the same accuracy. The front and the
rear axles are then both superimposed with the reference trajectory, allowing to reduce
the space occupied by the robot.

0.5

Lateral errors (m)

0

-0.5

-1

yF with only front steering
yF with proposed control
yR with only front steering
yR with proposed control

-1.5

5

10

15

20
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35

40

45

50

55

Achived distance (m)

Fig. 5. Adapt2E robot: comparison of tracking errors with and without the use of rear steering

This reference path is achievable by the Adapt2E robot, even when only the front steering angle is controlled. Therefore, the proposed control laws do not improve the tracking
error. This is not the case when the robot has a lower saturation limit.
With low saturation threshold To highlight the improvement in maneuverability, a
similar trajectory, depicted in Figure 6, is tracked with RobuFAST robot, which has a
much lower steering saturation. The robot velocity is 2m/s. As previously, two successive trackings have been achieved: one using only the front steering angle and a second
one using the proposed approach.
This robot cannot reach the radius of curvature imposed by the reference trajectory
if only the front angle is steered (limited to an angle of 20◦ ). As a result, the front
steering angle saturates and the robot cannot follow the trajectory properly, as it can
be observed in red in Figure 6. On the contrary, when using the front and rear steering
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Fig. 6. Ref. path (black), robot traj. with front steering (red) or front and rear steering (blue)

control strategy proposed in this paper, the robot is able to track accurately the trajectory: the successive positions when using control laws (18) and (19), reported in blue in
Figure 6, are superimposed with the reference trajectory.

Fig. 7. RobuFast robot: comparison of tracking errors with and without the use of rear steering

The tracking accuracy obtained with and without the use of the rear steering angle can be investigated in Figure 7. The red dashed line depicts the tracking error obtained when controlling only the front steering axle. The large errors obtained during
the curves (between abscissas 15-25m and 30-42m) are due to the saturation of the front
steering axle, as shown in Figure 8: the front steering angle recorded when controlling
the robot only with the front steering wheels is reported in dashed red line and it can
be noticed that the saturation value δSat = 20◦ is reached during the two curved parts.
On the contrary, when using the front and rear steering wheels, the front steering angle
(depicted in blue plain line) is decreased thanks to rear steering (turning to the right),
depicted in green dotted line. The robot can then stay on the reference trajectory (lateral
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deviation stays around zero), whatever the curvature of this trajectory and the type of
the ground (alternatively gravel and wet grass): the tracking error is shown in blue plain
line in Figure 7 and stays within ±10cm.

Fig. 8. RobuFast robot: comparison of front steering angles, and rear steering angle (when used)

One can also check that both lateral deviations are properly servoed around zero.
This fact is highlighted in Figure 9, where the reference trajectory is depicted in black
line and the trajectories of the front and rear axles (points F and R) are depicted in green
dotted line and blue dotted line respectively. One can see that each point of the robot (F
and R) follows accurately the reference trajectory, when in contrast a deviation of point
F is observed when only the front axle is steered. The robot turning capability has been
increased and this permits to reduce the necessary space to achieve harsh maneuvers.
Moreover, with the proposed control strategy, the robot is able to reach the trajectory
without creating a transient angular deviation: as it can be observed in Figure 8, the
front and rear steering angles rotate in the same direction during initialization phase,
which means that the initial lateral deviation is canceled via a crabwise motion.
In order to assess the accuracy obtained during the tracking, Table 2 shows the
statistical data related to the absolute value of the lateral deviations, namely the mean
and the standard deviation of the absolute value of the errors recorded at points R and
F (yR and yF ) in the two experiments. When using the proposed control strategy, it
can be noticed that the means and the standard deviations are very close to zero (a few
centimeters accuracy), despite the high curvature of the reference path. On the contrary,
since saturations occur when only front steering is used, large deviations are recorded,
leading to a poor accuracy: the mean value at the front steering point is equal to 32cm. At
the rear steering point, since R is the only point to be explicitly controlled with the front
steering law, the mean value is logically lower (22cm), but also quite unsatisfactory.
Eventually, when using the proposed control laws (18) and (19), it can be noticed
that the front lateral deviation yF is a little bit less accurate than the rear one yR (7cm
against 4cm), which is consistent with the small deviations of the point F that can be
noticed in Figure 9. This is a consequence of the fact that the front steering law (18)
depends on the rear steering angle δR : when the rear steering law (19) imposes fast
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Fig. 9. RobuFast robot: ref. path (black), front axle position (green) and rear axle position (blue)
2 steering angles
| yR |
| yF |
mean (m) 0.04
0.07
standard deviation (m) 0.03
0.05

1 steering angle
| yR | | yF |
0.22
0.32
0.19
0.27

Table 2. Comparison of the absolute values of the lateral deviations recorded during tracking [8]

variations to the rear steering angle δR , a settling time is mandatory for the front axle
to compensate for these variations. As a result, the evolution of point F presents some
punctual overshoots.
6.3

Prevention of steering saturation

As it has been pointed out in Section 5, a bi-steering control strategy may lead to failure
situations if both steering wheels saturate with the same sign. The modified control
law (19) permits to avoid these failures, but it may depreciate the tracking accuracy. In
order to investigate this point, a third experiment is proposed using the RobuFast robot
(since this robot has the lowest saturation limit). The reference trajectory is shown in
black line in Figure 10. It is composed of a first straight line, a harsh curve on the right,
a long straight line on a lateral slope (as pointed out on the right part in Figure 10), and
finally a harsh curve on the left. Two tracking have been achieved at 2m/s. A first one
with only front steering, leading to the trajectory depicted in red. A second one with the
proposed control laws, leading to the trajectory depicted in blue.
One can notice an overshoot during the first curve with both control strategies: the
curvature of the reference trajectory is so high that this path is not achievable, even
when the two steering angles are used. If the modification proposed in Section 5 for
the rear steering law is not used (i.e. rear steering law (12) is used instead of (19)),
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Fig. 10. Ref. path (black), robot traj. with front steering (red) or front and rear steering (blue)

then a failure occurs, the robot is not able to follow the trajectory. The modified rear
steering law (19) permits to avoid failure: the stability of the bi-steering approach is
preserved and the robot is this time able to converge back to the trajectory and track it
during the slope and the second turn. Figure 11 compares the front and the rear lateral
errors (yF and yR ) obtained during the two tests. One can see that the tracking errors
are quite comparable during the overshoot (between abscissas 10m and 20m): even if
the tracking accuracy is reduced with control law (19), the error stays comparable with
the one obtained with only front steering. One can also see that, thanks to rear steering,
the errors are much more stable, since the angular error stays close to zero. In contrast,
when the robot is controlled with only the front steering angle, one can see some small
oscillations, because of the crabwise angle mandatory to compensate for sideslip angles.

Lateral deviations (m)

1
yR two steering angles
yF two steering angles
yR one steering angle
yF one steering angle
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Fig. 11. Comparison of tracking errors with and without the use of the rear steering angle

The front and rear steering angles are reported in Figure 12 in order to illustrate the
procedure used to deal with steering saturation. The saturation of the front steering angle (in black line) can clearly be observed between abscissas 10m and 20m. As a result,
the quantity δe = sign(δF )(|δF | − δSat ) becomes non-null and then reaches significant
values from the abscissa 13m: as a consequence, the rear steering angle (in red line) is
drastically decreased. This permits to keep the robot turning and the saturation of the
front steering angle then stops at 20m.
At the end of the trajectory, one can see an oscillating behavior due to a loss of
accuracy in the RTK-GPS signal, since the robot goes under a tree during the second
bend (at abscissa 80m). Nevertheless, the action of the rear steering angle stabilizes the
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the front and rear steering angles

angular deviation, so that the tracking accuracy is eventually preserved. This is not the
case when the robot is controlled with only the front steering angle: oscillations are
increased, as it can be observed in Figure 11.
Excepted when the steering angles are saturated, where the robot cannot physically
reach the reference path, a high accurate tracking is achieved with the proposed control
strategy. The means and standard deviations of the absolute errors are reported in Table 3. One can see the advantage of controlling the rear axle, not only with respect to the
front lateral error yF , but also with respect to the tracking error yR , since rear steering
offers a stabilizing effect.

2 steering angles
| yR |
| yF |
mean (m) 0.06
0.06
standard deviation (m) 0.06
0.07

1 steering angle
| yR | | yF |
0.08
0.19
0.07
0.27

Table 3. Comparison of the absolute value of the lateral deviations recorded during the tracking
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new control algorithm dedicated to path tracking for four-wheel drive
mobile robots is proposed. The two axles of such robots are considered as two separate
subsystems, with their own servoing tasks. The rear steering angle is devoted to the convergence of the middle of the rear axle to the trajectory (i.e. convergence of the tracking
error to zero). Next, considering this rear steering angle as a known parameter, the front
steering angle is computed so that a front lateral deviation (the distance between the
middle of the robot front axle and the trajectory) also converges to zero. The link between front and rear subsystems is ensured when deriving the front steering control law.
An adaptive approach is then developed in order to face the potential influence of bad
grip conditions, since this work is devoted to off-road applications, such as in civil security or in agriculture, where high maneuverability is an important feature. In addition,
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a predictive layer, allowing to compensate for actuator delays has been introduced. Finally, a practical solution to the problem of steering saturation, which may occur when
considering actual trajectory control of two-wheel steered robots, is proposed. This solution consists in injecting the difference between the desired and the maximum values
of the front steering angle to the value computed for the rear one. This actually permits
to avoid lock-up and preserve the path tracking stability without generating important
deviations.
Experimental results with several robots and in different conditions are proposed in this
paper. They permit to highlight the different contributions and explore several conditions which can be encountered in actual applications. Future works are focused on the
increase of the robot speed. At higher speeds, the extended kinematic model may be
insufficient to describe the robot dynamics, while dynamical models may introduce parameters difficult to estimate. As a result, mixed kinematic-dynamic models may appear
as an attractive alternative. They should permit to propose a control strategy improving
the maneuverability of bi-steerable robots, at high speed and in off-road conditions.
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Notes and Comments. This paper constitutes an extension of the original control algorithms proposed in [8], where the robot model was expressed with respect to time, so
that control performances were dependent on the robot velocity. In this paper, models
are expressed with respect to the curvilinear abscissa covered by the robot, so that control performances are henceforth described as settling distances and are independent
from robot velocity. Furthermore, this paper proposes an anticipation layer to improve
the robustness of the path tracking with respect to actuator delays and the rear steering law has been modified to avoid lock-up situations occurring when a saturation is
present at the front steering angle. Experiments have also been enhanced to highlight
the generality of the approach with respect to the robot configuration and the diversity
of the situations encountered in targeted applications.
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